The Commander-in-Chief of the Army has explained that the order to mobilize the ArmyFlying Corps was based on the decision of the Secretary General on the 1st at 1730. All the reservists attached to the flying corps, persons subject to military service, army units at (?ANTEREB?), (?PANDOENG?) and (?KUNIBI?), air wireless operators in service attached to telegraphic and (?radio?) detachments were called into emergency service. However, the mobilization did not include flyers, ground forces, or wireless operators of the (?KUNNIBI?) KLM Air Wing of C in the B B (?Airway?).

Furthermore, there were (?depend upon?) the completion of the Army Flying Corps emergency preparations in the face of the present situation:

(a) - ANTIRU* in force

(b) - BARIDON in force. BARIDON is given in the accompanying text.

(c) - ? in the text.
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RIKUGUN TYO KAN WA 1ST GOGO... JI 536 FUN SO TO KU KE TU TAI
NIMO TOZU (KI) KI RAN IN RIKUGUN KO KU LONG SOUND TAI, NITAI(SI)
DO IN TAI KU DA SI, DØ TAI SYO ZO KU, ZEN YO BI HEI GI MU HEI
E KI SYA NARABINI ZAI [AN ZI RU (?) ([BARI DON]) RIKUGUN KO KU]
TAI DEN SIN ([RA (?) RO ]) SI TAI SYO ZO KU, GI MU KO KU U, DEN
SIN HEI GI SEI BI HEI NO, KIN KYU SYO SYU O KO NA TA RI ?
TADASI MIGI SYO SYU NI WA [KU NI RU MU] GI K L M SYA ZAI, MU (?)
NARABINI B B (?) SYA HI KO SI, (?) (?) BI IN, OYABI, DEN SIN IN, O
FUKUMI KABU ZU ? NA (?) HON KEN SO TI WA, GEN KA NO, ZYO SEI NIKAN-
GAMI RIKUGUN KO KU U TAI NO, KIN KYU ZYU N BI, KAN RYU NO, YO SYO ZI TA
U (?) GAN RU, MU NE, SE TU MEI, SERARE O RE RI, SEI-
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戦争のニュース、特にドイツの空軍を警戒。戦争の動静を注意深く観察しています。

ISHIZAWA
Along with pressure from the West, the newspapers here are strongly urging a unified front now pointing out that war cannot be avoided. All of the Netherlands Indies are in a state of tension. The various manifestations of unrest (?are as follows):

1. The postal service went on as usual for the first few days; there was no disturbance in bank transactions.

2. Business concerns carried on as usual.

3. Stock-exchange prices went up.

4. All business companies started to organize night work as a result of conscription.

5. In the morning of the 2nd when the air force was mobilized, the streets were crowded with all kinds of soldiers dressed for (?BANDOENG?).

6. The English, Americans (?and Dutch?), in spite of (?), (?carried on the business of their customs services?).

7. Van Meer of the Colonial Office, went abroad for a trip to London (8 day schedule) for 2 weeks.
However, KERSTENS of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry left as scheduled.

8. The native villages remained quiet.

A - BANDON in Kena.
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ZDUVR TANHWO DCEAC SEPUU CNECY ESHJB UVCIJ UDQZQ YIR6O FCAQW SARUTAN WESST NO KI TSU SE TSU PA KU TOTOMO NI TO CHI GEN RONKA JWA OMOHA YA SEN OEPIR FEAIF ZGQES TFXCD AZICE CAIJU UCVLO XHFSU QQUEH AKIRJU SEWA SA KE RAKETSU TO NASHI KOKU MJ N NO 1 CHIDAN KETSU O YO BO SHI ZEN RAN IN WA DXUYT XLLOU QTAUQ LOYKK OEGOV YOXIX HCEO V XEIQIZ ACAOZ UMTMO ARAZARNKIN CHB O SHI ME SHI O RE RU GA 1 DE YO NO 1 RO ARUNAKUJ 1 YO BIB KOKU LIRCA OZDIH UMMHJ XTRIX IBABU NRHFU CAEFE NRFUT FZADI OZIKF WA 1 2 NIKIKA YITOMO HEI JÓ DÓRI NISHI TESSA WAGI NASHI 2 3 SHO GYO CQYXT RIXIB AZAET OZYHJ AQSQY UUQQO PEPIZ ZYYHU KAI HEI JÓ DÓ RI 1 3 2 KA BU SHIKI KAI SHI TSU SO BA TA KA SHI

Opinion of M.E. I was inevitable
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SARU/TARU WEST NO キ. TSU SE TSU PA KU, TO TOMO NI, TO CHI GEN
RONKAIWA, MO HA YA, SEN Sō WA SA KE RARETSU TO NASHI KOKU MI
N NO 1 CHI, DAN KETSU O Yō Bō SHIZENRAN IN WA, ARAZARU KIN CHō
O SHI ME SHI O RE RU, GA 1 Dō Yō NO 1 RO ARUNAKYO 1; Yū BIN
KYOKU WA 1; 2 NICHl KA TOMO, HEI Jō, DōRrNISHITE, TORI TSU KE,
SA WAGINASHI 2; SHō GYō KAI HEI Jō Dō RI O 3; KA BU SHIKI
KAI SHI TSU, Sō BA, TA KA SHI O 4; KAKU KAI SHA WA CHō BO SEI
RI MOTAME YA GYō O KAI SHI SURU Mō Yō O 5; KO KU HEI Dō IN
NO, KETSU KA, 2 NICHl A SA (BAN DON) YU KI, HEI SHI, TA Sū, TEI SHA
Jō, NI SHū Gō, KON ZATSU O, KI WA ME TARI O 6; Tō SHI EI BEI
WA NICHl TSU NIMO KATSU WA RA ZU, KAI KAN, TSU MU O, TO RE RI O
7; (FU AN Mō KU) SHOKU MI N SHō WA, JI KYOKU, Jū DAI MOTAME
LONDON YU KI [8 NICHl NO YO TEI] O 2 SHū KANENKI SERI TADA SHI
(KE RU SU TEN SU) SHō Kō SHō WA, YO TEI Dō RI SHUTSU PA TSU O
8; DO JIN BU RA KU 1 HEI ON, SARU SERI
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